Welcome to Along
A more meaningful way to check in.

“Having a relationship with my teacher makes a difference, even academically. Having that background of trust, I’m more comfortable going to them...knowing they’ll support me in any way possible.

TIA - STUDENT

What is Along?
Along is a digital reflection tool that is designed to help educators make each student feel seen and understood.

Along lets students share reflections directly with their teacher. Students can open up about who they are and what’s really on their minds—without pressure from peers.

How does Along work?

- An educator records and sends a reflection question. Here’s an example: “What is something or someone in your life you are grateful for and why?” The educator includes their own response to the question, giving the student insight into what they’re thinking.

- After receiving the reflection question, each student responds with a video, audio, or written message. Students cannot see each other’s responses, helping them feel more comfortable opening up.

- The educator reviews and replies to each student’s response, validating what the student shared.

Where can I learn more about Along?
Visit the website: along.org.